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Variables and values

All applications use data from different sources such as user interfaces, databases, network services or other sources. Variables are the way to go when storing values; operators and expressions are used to manipulate those values.

Data Types

Variables are declared as specific data types and because C# is a type-safe language, the compiler guarantees that the value stored in a variable is the correct type. The list below shows the most commonly used data types (Type ~ Description ~ Size (bytes) ~ Range).

- **Int**
  - Whole numbers
  - 4 bytes
  - -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

- **Long**
  - Whole numbers
  - 8 bytes
  - -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807

- **Float**
  - Floating point numbers
  - 4 bytes
  - +/-3.4 x 10^38
• **Double**
  • Floating point numbers
  • 8 bytes
  • +/-1.7 x 10^308

• **Decimal**
  • Monetary values
  • 16 bytes
  • 28 significant figures

• **Char**
  • Single character
  • 2 bytes
  • N/A

• **Bool**
  • Boolean
  • 1 byte
  • True or False

• **DateTime**
  • Moments in time
  • 8 bytes
  • 00:00:00 01/01/0001 to 23:59:59 12/31/9999

• **String**
  • Sequence of characters
  • 2 bytes per character
  • N/A

**Additional reading:** “Reference Tables for Types (C# Reference)”

### Expressions

An expression is made up of operands and operators. You use expressions to evaluate or manipulate data. All expressions evaluate to one value when the application runs. The result will depend on the data types and the operators that are used.

### Operand

An operand is a value; it can be a number, a string or of another type.
Operands can be constants (literals), variables, properties or function returns.

Operators

Operators define operations on operands. There are operators for the basic mathematical operations such as addition, multiplication, division and subtraction. There are also logical operations and operators for bit manipulation of a value.

Many of the operators in C# fall into the following categories:

1. Unary
   This type of operator is used to convert the value of a single operand and is achieved by placing the operator before the operand. One example is when you change a positive value to a negative with the minus sign (-). The positive value 1 changes to negative 1 when the – operator is placed in front of the 1; this would be the same as multiplying the value by -1.
   
   -1 is the same as \((-1) * 1\)

2. Binary
   This type of operator is placed between two operands. Commonly used operations of this type are multiplying or adding values.
   
   \(2 * 3\) or \(3 + 4\)

3. Ternary
   There is only one ternary operator in C#, ?. You can use this operator in conditional expressions instead of using a traditional if...then construct.

   For example
   
   ```csharp
   var result = x < 11 ? 10 : 100;
   ```
   if \(x\) is less than 11 then \(result\) will contain 10, otherwise \(result\) will contain 100.

   **Important**
One important rule regarding expressions is that the type of expression must be the same as the type of the operands. This means that some operands might need to be converted to ensure compatibility.

For instance, if you divide two int values, you might expect the same result as when dividing a double with an int, but that is not the case.

Example: \( 5/2 = 2 \) (not 2.5) and \( 5.0/2 = 2.5 \)

The following list shows the operators available in C# (Type ~ Description).

- **Arithmetic**: +, -, *, /, %
- **Increment, decrement**: ++, --
- **Comparison**: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=, is
- **String concatenation**: +
- **Logical/bitwise operations**: &!, |, ^, !, &&, ||
- **Indexing (counting starts from element 0)**: [ ]
- **Casting**: ( ), as
- **Assignment**: =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=, &=, |&=, ^=, <<=, >>=, ??
- **Bit shift**: <<, >>
- **Type information**: sizeof, typeof
- **Delegate concatenation and removal**: +, -
- **Overflow exception control**: checked, unchecked
- **Indirection and Address (unsafe code only)**: *, ->, [ ], &
- **Conditional (ternary operator)**: ?:

**Important**

There are classes in the .NET Framework that contains methods that you can use when performing mathematical and string operations; one of those classes is `System.Math`.

Additional reading: “C# Operators”
Using Variables

Before you can use a variable, you must declare it and give it an identifier. The identifier is the name you access the variable through. When you declare a variable, it will take up a small portion of memory to store the value associated with that variable.

You can declare multiple variables on the same line separating them with commas; all variables declared this way will have the same type.

Declaring a variable

```
int amount;
int vat;
// or
int amount, vat;
```

Assigning a variable

```
int amount;
amount = 100;
```

Declaring and assigning a variable

```
double discount = 0.5;
```

Important

In C# you must assign a variable before using it. C# is implemented this way to avoid using variables with random values; this was a source of problems in C and C++.

Implicitly Declaring Variables

A great way to declare variables is to declare them implicitly. Instead of explicitly stating the variable type such as `int`, `double` or `string`, you can use the `var` keyword. The `var` keyword uses the assigned value to determine the data type. Once a value has been assigned, the data type cannot change.
In many cases, the code will be cleaner and easier to read when using
the \texttt{var} keyword.

\begin{verbatim}
var discount = 0.5;
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Additional reading:} “\textit{Implicitly Typed Local Variables (C\# Programming Guide)}”

\textbf{Object Variables}

When creating a variable from a class, it is undefined before the \texttt{new}
operator is used to create an object instance. The instance is placed on
the heap, a memory area designated for objects. The \texttt{new} operator
does two things: First, it causes the CLR to allocate memory for the
object on the heap. Second, it invokes a constructor in the object to
initialize its fields. A class can contain multiple overloaded constructors;
which is determined by the parameters you specify when using the \texttt{new}
operator.

\textbf{Accessing Type Members}

After an instance has been created by the new operator, you can use
the variable to access the content of that object by using a period after
the variable name.

When accessing a method, put a parenthesis after the method name; if
the method takes parameters then pass them to the method in the
parenthesis.

When accessing a property you use the property name; you can set the
value if the property has a set block and get the value if it has a get
block defined.

\textbf{Accessing an object}

\begin{verbatim}
// Create an instance
MyClass obj = new MyClass();
// Accessing the MyValue property
var value = obj.MyValue;
\end{verbatim}
// Assigning a value to the MyValue property
obj.MyValue = 100;
// Calling the GetValue function that
// returns a value
value = obj.GetValue()

Additional reading (properties): “Properties (C# Programming Guide)”

Additional reading (methods): “Methods (C# Programming Guide)”

Important

When a variable is declared, it will take up a piece of memory when the application is running. Where in the memory it ends up is determined by the data type. Value type variables such as int and double will end up on the stack which is a fast memory storage where the values can be removed as soon as the variable goes out of scope (no longer used). Object variables on the other hand will end up on the heap that handles large variables. When an object variable goes out of scope, the object will undergo a clean-up process through the Garbage Collection (GC) which is slower that the stack.

Additional reading: “Garbage Collector Basics and Performance Hints”

Variable naming rules

There are rules for naming variables to which you must adhere.

Rule 1: An identifier can only contain letters, digits and underscore characters.

Rule 2: An identifier must start with a letter or an underscore character.

Rule 3: The identifier cannot be the same as a reserved C# keyword.

Important

C# is case sensitive which means that you potentially could use the same variable name only changing the casing. The names myVariable and MyVariable would be two different variables. One instance when you
A naming convention for variables should follow a consistent convention and be uniformly applied in the codebase. This helps in maintaining code readability and maintainability.

**Casting**

In C#, it is common to convert values from one data type to another. One example is when storing a value from a text box or user interface control into a variable, or utilizing the value in a calculation. Changing a value from one type to another is called *casting*. There are two types of casting: *implicit* and *explicit*.

**Implicit Casting**

Implicit conversion is done automatically by the CLR as long as no information is lost during the cast; however, this process allows for some loss of precision.

Widening conversions are allowed; for example, converting from a smaller data type to a larger one, like casting an `int` to a `long`. The reverse conversion (from `long` to `int`) is not permitted because it might lose data.

```csharp
int x = 100;
long y;
y = x; // Implicit casting from int to long
```

The following list shows the implicit conversions that are allowed (From: To):
- `sbyte`: `short`, `int`, `long`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `byte`: `short`, `ushort`, `int`, `uint`, `long`, `ulong`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `short`: `int`, `long`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `ushort`: `int`, `uint`, `long`, `ulong`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `int`: `long`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `uint`: `long`, `ulong`, `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `long`, `ulong`: `float`, `double`, `decimal`
- `float`: `double`

**Example:**

```csharp
int x = 100;
long y;
y = x; // Implicit casting from int to long
```
char: ushort, int, uint, long, ulong, float, double, decimal

Explicit Casting

Explicit conversions require you to explicitly write code to do the conversion. This is done when a conversion must be made and information potentially could be lost or produce an error. Beware that an explicit casting can produce an unexpected result.

This type of casting can be performed only where it makes sense, such as converting from a long to an int. You cannot use it to convert from a string to an int where the format of the data has to physically change.

```csharp
int x;
long y = 1000;
x = (int)y; // Explicit casting from long to int
```

The System.Convert Class

You can do explicit conversions using the System.Convert class in cases where implicit or explicit casting isn’t possible, or if you think it’s easier for you to use this class for all conversions. The class contains conversion functions such as ToDecimal, ToInt32 and ToString.

```csharp
string myIntString = "1234";

// Conversion from string to int
int myInt = Convert.ToInt32(myIntString);
```

The TryParse Method

You can use the TryParse method on the data type to try and see if a conversion is possible. The function takes two parameters; the first is the value to parse and the second is a variable that will contain the parsed value if the conversion succeeds. The second parameter must be passed as an out parameter which means that it can pass out a value from the method.

```csharp
string parseValue = "1234";
int parsedInt = 0;
```
if (int.TryParse(parseValue, out parsedInt)) {
  // On success
}
else {
  // On failed parse
}

**Additional reading:** “[Casting and Type Conversions (C# Programming Guide)](https://example.com)”

### String Manipulation

Strings are used to store alphanumerical values and can be used, for example, to store values from text boxes in a UI.

#### String Concatenation

You can use the + operator to concatenate a string, but this method of concatenation should be used sparingly because it causes overhead; every time the + operator is used, a new string is created in memory and the old string is discarded.

```csharp
string myString = "first part";
myString = myString + "second part";
myString = myString + "third part";
```

You should instead use an instance of the `StringBuilder` class and append values to the instance.

```csharp
StringBuilder mySB =
    new StringBuilder("first part");

mySB.Append("second part");
mySB.Append("third part");

string concatenatedString = mySB.ToString();
```
String Validation

String validation is very important, especially if the value comes from a UI. One way to avoid `InvalidCastException` is to use regular expressions.

The `Regex` class is located in the `System.Text.RegularExpressions` namespace. You can use the `IsMatch` method to validate if the string matches the specified criteria.

The following code validates if the string contains numerical digits.

```csharp
var textToTest = "hell0 w0rld";
var regularExpression = "\d";
var result = Regex.IsMatch(textToTest, regularExpression, RegexOptions.None);
{
    // The text matched the expression.
}
```

Additional reading: “Regex Class”